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HI, I M SUPRIYO MONDAL, AFINAL YEAR STUDENT OF APPLIED ELECTRONICS & INSTRUMENTATION
ENGINEERING FROM HALDIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, WESTBENGAL HAS BEEN SELECTED IN
RENOWNED SOFTWERE COMPANY, CMC, A TATA ENTERPRISE ON 10th MARCH, 2007. I M SHARING
SOME EXPERIENCES OF THE WHOLE SELECTION PROCEDURE

THE SELECTION PROCEDURE CONTAINS:

1. technical test

2. aptitude test

3. technical interview

4. hr interview

THE QUESTION PAPER (ONLY APTI PAPER, NOT THE TECHNICAL ONE) WAS VERY COMMON & SAME
AS THE PREVIOUS PAPERS OF CMC

IN APTITUDE TEST

TOTAL 7-sections, 91 questions, total time 50 mins, this portion was quite easier than technical

20 analogys-, 1 comprehension-4 questions, 20 comparisions, 20 arthematic question-easy-time is
10min, analyical reasioning 9, logical reasioning 9, data suf�iciency 7, all are easy but time consuming.

ALL SECTIONS HAVE DIFFERENT TIME LIMITATION CANT ACCESS D PREVIOUS SECTION WHILE D
TIME ALLOCATED FOR ANOTHER SECTION

TECHNICAL TEST:

THIS TEST CONTAINED 50 MICROPROCESSOR (pin number, functions, 0808.8085,8086, intrefacing) ,
ANALOG & DIGITAL ELECTRONICS (circuits & �lip �lops) , C (o/p of programs & some simple basic
questions) , C ++ , JAVA, NETWORKING (APPROX 13 QUS, tcp/ip, osi, data transmission) ,
COMMUNICATION THEORY (modulation, antenna) , MATHEMATICS (matrix, determinant) etc
QUESTIONS, TIME 30 MINS, EACH QUES CARRIES 1 MARKS & 0.5 NEGATIVE MARKS (THERE R NO
NEGATIVE MARKS FOR APTITUDE SECTION) ,

TOTAL 67 STUDENTS FROM EIE, CSE, IT, MCA, EE, EIE, ECE DEPT-ONLY 16 WERE QUALIFIED IN THE
TECHNICAL & APTI test CMC՚s TECHNICAL TEST IS QUITE HARDER TO CRACK THAN OTHER
SOFTWERE COMPANYS, CAUSE IT CONTAINS QUES FRM VARIOUS DEPARTMENTAL & ALSO NON
DEPARTMENTAL SUBJECTS, IF U R NOT BOUNDED BY ONLY DEPT SUBJECTS THEN U CAN CRACK IT
EASILY

TEST TYPE: OBJECTIVE TYPES MULTIPLE CHOICES EXAM

Analogy________20 QUS, 10 MINS (FROM R. S. AGARWAL & BARRONS GRE) LIKE THESE
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1. Alarm: Trigger: Trap: Spring

2. scales: Justice: Torch: Liberty

3. witch: Coven: Actor: Troupe

SOME DATA SUFFICIENCY QUESTIONS WERE LIKE THESE

1. The number is two digit number--a. By adding we get 5, b. By subtractin we get 2 ans: Both a, b
required

2. Given a quadrilateralABCD determine whweter it is rectangle

a. AB = CD

b. angle B = 90dergees

3. ans: Both required

4. SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT AREAS

5. SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT NUMBER OF BOOKS

SOME QUESTINS R GIVEN REGARDING GEOMENTRY FROM 10TH 12TH STANDERD, MAINLY FRM
TRIANGLE & SIMPLE CALCULATION TOTOAL QUESTIONS R 20 AND WE HAVE TO COMPLETE IT IN
10MIN, A COMPREHENSION WAS GIVEN. EACH QUESTION CARRIES 1 MARKS

1. 2m + n = 10, n = 5what is m

2. if x, y positives and x/y < 1 then

hat he has given some questions. u can do it. But come from last question. Not from the �irst one՚s.
They r very tough and r nothing but pro�it and loss, and averge, pecentge and so on. In analytical
reasoning Two passages r given in that I can provide onlyone

Anlytic Ability of GRE BARRONS BOOK Of 13th editon. The

English: COMMON TYPE OF ENGLISH CONTAINING ANALOGY, FINDING SOME WORDS FROM GOVEN
TEXT ETC.

Logical reasoning

ALL FROM THE BOOK OF BARONS & Examrace Placement Series [http://www.examrace.com/]

Comparisons

10 power 11 − 10power 10 and 10 power 10

He ahs given a strigth line with points x z y on that such that compare xz and xy here we wiil think that
xy is greater

He has given a triangle such that AB = BC = CA and he has drawn a straight line from A a⧵such that the
line be AD now we have to compare BD and CD here we have say information is not suf�icient since
here he didn՚t give any information regarding that line. So we cant say whether it dives the segment BC
into two equal halves

 ⚹  ⚹  ⚹  +  +  +  This type of questions
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Some squareroot problems he has given can՚t remember here the questions r very easy but see that
they should be answered very carefully I think u got this. He hs given 20 questions ans u have to
answer it in 5min # given circimference of a circle is 4pie and for other circle ihe has given the
diameter. He asked to compare the radius of both circles.

Test Consists of two sections.

Section-1 (non-Technical)

Number of Questions: 91

Time Duration: 1 hour

Part-1: It consists of 20 verbal questions.

Eg. Waterfall: Cascade:

Part-2: In this a passage has given and 4 questions.

Passage has given on private sector management and labor policies. Questions are mainly based on the
conclusions that can be drawn from the passage.

Part-3: 20 arithmetic questions (easy to solve)

Part-4: 20 Basic Mathematics questions taken from 9th , 10th and intermediate standard. Mainly on
Triangle properties and simples calculations (Easy to solve) .

For all the 20 questions: Two expressions are given in the left and right sides.

Your answer is

A, if Left hand side value is bigger

B, if right hand side value is bigger

C, if both are equal

D, if both are not equal

E, if it is not possible to conclude the relation YOU HAVE TO BE CAREFUL WHILE SOLVING THIS PART

Part-5: 7 questions on data suf�iciency.

Part-6: 9 questions on Analytical reasoning.

This questions is based on relations between persons of a family.

THERE WERE A PROBLEM RELATED TO CITYs TEMPERATURE. I CANT TOTALLY REMEMBER BUT IT
WAS THIS TYPE. A certain city is served by subway lines A, B and C and numbers 1 2 and 3. When it
snows, morning service on B is delayed. When it rains or snows, service on A, 2 and 3 are delayed both
in the morning and afternoon When temp. Falls below 30 degrees Fahrenheit afternoon service is
cancelled in either the A line or the 3 line, but not both. When the temperature rises over 90 degrees
Fahrenheit, the afternoon service is cancelled in either the line C or the 3 line but not both

1. On Jan 10th , with the temperature at 15-degree Fahrenheit, it snows all day. On how many lines
will service be affected, including both morning and afternoon?

a. 2

b. 3
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c. 4

d. 5

2. On Jan 10th , with the temperature at 15-degree Fahrenheit, it snows all day. On how many lines
will service be affected, including both morning and afternoon?

a. 2

b. 3

c. 4

d. 5

3. On Aug 15th with the temperature at 97 degrees Fahrenheit it begins to rain at 1 PM. What is the
minimum number of lines on which service will be affected?

a. 2

b. 3

c. 4

d. 5

4. On which of the following occasions would service be on the greatest number of lines disrupted.

a. A snowy afternoon with the temperature at 45-degree Fahrenheit

b. A snowy morning with the temperature at 45 degree Fahrenheit

c. A rainy afternoon with the temperature at 45 degree Fahrenheit

d. A rainy afternoon with the temperature at 95 degree Fahrenheit This is only a sample paper.
We are not providing you with all the questions-just some questions to give you a general
idea of the test pattern.

Analytical Reasoning Section
Directions for questions 1 − 5: The questions are based on the information given in a paragraph.

Directions for questions 6 − 9: The questions are based on the information given below

There are 5 red shoes, 4 green shoes. If one draw randomly a shoe what is the probability of getting
a red shoe Ans 5c  c1

What is the selling price of a car? If the cost of the car is ₹ 60 and a pro�it of 10% over selling price
is earned Ans: ₹ 66/-

 of girls,  of boys go to canteen. What factor and total number of classmates go to canteen. Ans:

Cannot be determined.

The price of a product is reduced by 30% . By what percentage should it be increased to make it
100% Ans: 42.857%

There is a square of side 6cm. A circle is inscribed inside the square. Find the ratio of the area of
circle to square. Ans. 
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There are two candles of equal lengths and of different thickness. The thicker one lasts of six hours.
The thinner 2 hours less than the thicker one. Ramesh lights the two candles at the same time. When
he went to bed he saw the thicker one is twice the length of the thinner one. How long ago did
Ramesh light the two candles. Ans: 3 hours.

If M/N =  , then 3M + 2N = ?

If p/q =  , then 2p + q = ?

If PQRST is a parallelogram what it the ratio of triangle PQS & parallelogram PQRST. Ans: 1: 2

The cost of an item is ₹ 12.60. If the pro�it is 10% over selling price what is the selling price? Ans: ₹
13.86/-

There are 6 red shoes & 4 green shoes. If two of red shoes are drawn what is the probability of
getting red shoes Ans: 6c  c2

To 15 lts of water containing 20% alcohol, we add 5 lts of pure water. What is % alcohol. Ans: 15%

A worker is paid ₹ 20/-for a full days work. He works 1,  ,  ,  .  days in a week. What is the

total amount paid for that worker? Ans: 57.50

If the value of x lies between 0 & 1 which of the following is the largest?

Arithmetic Section
If the total distance of a journey is 120 km. If one goes by 60 kmph and comes back at 40kmph what
is the average speed during the journey? Ans: 48kmph

A school has 30% students from Maharashtra. Out of these 20% are Bombey students. Find the total
percentage of Bombay? Ans: 6%

An equilateral triangle of sides 3 inch each is given. How many equilateral triangles of side 1 inch can
be formed from it? Ans: 9

If A/B =  , then 15A = ? Ans: 9B

Each side of a rectangle is increased by 100% . By what percentage does the area increase? Ans:
300%

Perimeter of the back wheel = 9 feet, front wheel = 7 feet on a certain distance, the front wheel gets
10 revolutions more than the back wheel. What is the distance? Ans: 315 feet.

Perimeter of front wheel = 30, back wheel = 20. If front wheel revolves 240 times. How many
revolutions will the back wheel take? Ans: 360 times

20% of a 6 litre solution and 60% of 4 litre solution are mixed. What percentage of the mixture of
solution Ans: 36%

City A, s population is 68000, decreasing at a rate of 80 people per year. City B having population
42000 is increasing at a rate of 120 people per year. In how many years both the cities will have
same population? Ans: 130 years

Two cars are 15 kms apart. One is turning at a speed of 50kmph and the other at 40kmph. How
much time will it take for the two cars to meet? Ans:  hours
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A person wants to buy 3 paise and 5 paise stamps costing exactly one rupee. If he buys which of the
following number of stamps he won, t able to buy 3 paise stamps. Ans: 9

There are 12 boys and 15 girls, How many different dancing groups can be formed with 2 boys and
3 girls.

Which of the following fractions is less than  Ans: 

There are two circles, one circle is inscribed and another circle is circumscribed over a square. What
is the ratio of area of inner to outer circle?

Ans: 1: 2

Technical Interview
The technical interview was a tough one. It was two is to one interview. The main questions were-

How u prepared for this interview? -I said that just hearing my name in the quali�ied students in apti
test I came here without any kind of preparation.

Which one ur favourite subject? U mentioned two subjects in ur CV-INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION &
COMPUTER COMMUNICATION & NETWORKING which are different in nature. Why u choose these
subjects? I told that as per the softwere companies r in less frequent in campussing for �inal year
students so I have to make a skill in our departmental subject & I m also preparing for offcampussing
interviews.

What are your future plans?

Why did you opt for CMC?

What is your standing in your class?

Where u wanted to b posted? == == I have answered I can go anywhere, wherethere is OXYGEN. They
were stunned listened it and appreciate this. I am realy thankful to our respected Head of the
Department Mr. Debdutta Ghosh, for this patent answer.

If you are given a chance to choose higher studies and job, which

would you prefer and why?

There r so many computer & IT engineers, why we select an instrumentation engineer?

What u know about C?

De�ine structure & array.

what in internet? what r the differences between intranet & internet?

What is SCADA?

How are hub, bridge, switch and router different?

When to use the above devices speci�ically

What are different network topologies

what is ₹ -232?

What is a Switch?
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What is a Router?

What is a Bridge?

Which is more expensive-router or a switch? And why?

What r the differences between TCP-IP & OSI model?

& some puzzles?

HR Interview
HR interview was two is one also. The questions were

Which r u prefer, MBA or MTECH? why?

What r ur future plans?

Say something about u

Your family?

Aim in life?

Say something about your hobby coin collection. When u have started this?

As per your point of view r u suitable for our company? Why?

What will b your contribution for CMC?

R u want to share something with us in CMC?


